Ancient Greece
Digital + Printable Unit

Welcome to Book Units Teacher ~ I love teaching! I
especially love interactive notebooks, anchor charts,
hands-on activities, great books, and making learning
fun. Here is the place for me to share some of the things I
love. ~~ Gay Miller
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Created by Gay Miller

Thank you for purchasing this Ancient Greece

Unit. Other products may be found at
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Gay-Miller

This unit contains a collection of resources
to help teach Ancient Greece. The unit is
divided into eleven lessons with Day 12 set
aside

for

a

unit

test

and

student

presentations.
Materials are provided in both printable and
digital formats.
Use this key to locate materials:
*
*
*
*
*

Book Units Teacher Website
Google Slides – Student Packet
Google Forms
Google Slides – Presentation
Printables
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The Routine
This unit contains eleven lessons on Ancient Greece. Each lesson follows the
same routine. Day 12 is set aside for a unit test and for students to do their
demonstrations.
Activity #1 – Vocabulary
Present the vocabulary words that are assigned for each lesson. Definitions are
included in the Google Slide presentation to help with this.
Paper Option #1 - Have students create a vocabulary card for each word.
Full instructions for this are included in the vocabulary section.
Digital Option #2 – The vocabulary practice pages in Google Slides has a
box on the left sides of the pages for students to type definitions.
After students have gone over definitions of the words, have them complete the
practice exercises in the vocabulary booklet (found in this printable) or the digital
option found in Google Slides to help learn the vocabulary words for the lesson.
Activity #2 – Read the assigned article(s). You have three options for presenting
this article to students.
1) Have students read the assignment online on my website. One advantage
to this is the website contains extra pages that are not presented using the
other two methods. This is great for differentiated instruction as you can
assign additional reading material to your more advanced students.
Another advantage is students go directly to the website to read – no
downloading to Google Drive or making printable copies.
2) The articles are provided as Google Slides. Only the focus articles are
provided. These articles are designed in text boxes, so students can
highlight and/or add notes to the articles.
3) A printable of the article is provided. This is the option you will need if you
don’t have individual devices. Printables are also great to have in case the
Internet is down or working slowly.
Activity #3 – Lecture/Discussion/ Note Taking
A Google Slide presentation with accompanying pages/slides for note taking is
provided for each lesson. The Google Slide presentation aids in discussion of the
article and emphasizes important details in the lesson. On the handout, students
write or type notes [depending on which version you opt to use] in a “Graffiti
Notes” [also referred to as “Doodle Notes”] exercise.
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Having students draw and color notes (a left brain activity) while learning facts (a
right brain activity) promotes active learning since both sides of the brain are
active. The improved communication helps students focus and retain information.
If you have students cut away the borders on the printable version of these
notes, they will fit nicely into an interactive notebook for reference.
Activity #4 - Technology Integration
At the end of each Google Slide presentation, I have embedded YouTube videos
that present the same material in short video clips. [Note: I have no control over
people removing their videos from the Internet. Because of this, I have tried to
provide more than one video option for each lesson.] I find that presenting the
lesson’s information using a different media really aids in student retention of the
material.
Activity # 5 – Quiz
A short quiz in both Google Forms and printable versions is provided for each
lesson. Depending on the level of your students, this may be provided as an open
notes or closed notes quiz. Printable quizzes are found in this packet in the
“Student Packet” section. You can also print quizzes directly from Google Forms.
This video shows how to print Google Forms if you need to adapt the quizzes
before printing.
Activity # 6 – Hands-On Activity
Activity 6 includes hands-on/interactive activities that work with the lesson.
Some lessons include interactive Google Slides where students move pieces
around to label maps, make timelines, etc. Some lessons contain links to sections
of my website where students can complete online matching activities and so on.
Other lessons include craft suggestions and recipes that can be done in the
classroom. I like to include at least two short crafts or one longer craft for each
unit.
Additional Resources




A letter to Parents - This letter contains a link to projects created by my
students for students to get ideas.
Project Grading Rubric
Grading Rubric for the Unit
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Google Digital Resource
These links force you to make a copy of the files. You must make a copy of
the files to your Google Drive before you can edit the slides. Remember this
is also true when you assign Google Slides to your students. They must
save the files to their Google Drives before they edit; otherwise, all the
students are making changes to your originals.

***** YOU MUST MAKE A COPY OF THE FILES TO YOUR GOOGLE DRIVE
BEFORE THEY ARE EDITABLE. *****

Teaching Materials for the Teacher
Sample Lesson 1 Teacher Presentation

Student Materials
Sample Lesson 1 Student Packet

Quizzes
Lesson 1 Quiz
Unit Test

Terms of Use
•
•
•
•
•

All rights reserved by Gay Miller.
This purchase includes a limited license for single classroom use only. You
may utilize it for each student you serve.
You may not upload this product to the Internet or store it in any public
retrieval service of any kind outside of using it with your own students.
No part of the product may be altered for resell or distribution.
If
you
have
any
questions
feel
free
to
contact
me
at
teachwithgaymiller@gmail.com.
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Use this key to locate materials:
*
*
*
*
*

Book Units Teacher Website
Google Slides – Student Packet
Google Forms
Google Slides – Presentation
Printables
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Lesson Plans at a Glance
Vocabulary/ Vocabulary
Practice Booklet

Lesson 1
Introduction

city-states
Minoan civilization

Lesson 2
Early History

Asia Minor
Mediterranean Sea
Athens
Peloponnesian Peninsula
Macedonia (Macedon)
Sparta
maritime trade
isthmus
limited democracy
direct democracy
representative democracy
citizenship
civic participation
aristocracy
rule of law
polytheistic religion
deities
myth
oracle
Mt. Olympus
helot
agora

Lesson 3
Government

Lesson 4
Religion

Lesson 5
Daily Life

Lesson 6
Architecture
and
Technology
Lesson 7
The
Panhellenic
Games

acropolis/polis
Parthenon
Doric
ronic
Corinthian
Olympics
truce

Reading –
Assigned Article
– Discussion and
Graffiti Notes

Interactive
Activity

Watch Video or
Read Book –
Take Quiz

Introduction
(The
Beginnings of
a Civilization)
& Timeline
The Early
History of
Greece

Interactive
Timeline

watch video

Interactive
Map

watch video

Democracy
Optional
Reading:
Greek
Alphabet

Online
Greek
Alphabet
Match-Up
Activity

watch video

The Olympian
Gods

Online
Greek Gods
Matching
Activity

watch video

Daily Life,
Drama
Optional
Reading:
Art, Music
Architecture
and
Technology

Olympics

watch video

Projects

Scroll with a
message
using the
Greek
alphabet

drama
masks

watch video

Online
Olympic
Match-Up
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watch video

Classroom
Olympics

Vocabulary/ Vocabulary
Practice Booklet

Lesson 8
Literature
and
Philosophers

Lesson 9
Persian War

Lesson 10
AthensSparta
Lesson 11
Philip II and
Alexander
the Great
Day 12

Iliad and the Odyssey
epic
Homer
philosophers
philosophy
Aristotle, Plato, and
Socrates
-----

Peloponnesian Wars
ally
trireme
catapult
unification
Hellenistic culture
Hellenistic Period

Reading – Assigned
Article – Discussion
and Graffiti Notes

Literature,
Philosophers
Optional
Reading:
Labyrinth and
Aesop

Interactive
Activity

Online A
Simple
Maze

Watch Video or
Read Book –
Take Quiz

Projects

watch video

model of
the Trojan
Horse

Persian War

watch video

Greek-style
vase

Athens-Sparta

watch video

catapult

Philip II and
Alexander the
Great

watch video

Unit Test, and Student Demonstrations

Note: The lesson plans include five craft projects because I wanted you to have some ideas for easy
class projects. If your schedule is like mine, you will most likely want to pick two or three projects
to complete during the unit. I placed all five projects on the grading rubric to make it easier for you.
Deleting extra information is much easier and faster than trying to type extra information that is
needed.
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Lesson Plan #1 (Introduction)
Objectives





Educational Standard Addressed

Read an overview of the Ancient Greek
Civilization and restate a few details from
the article
Read a timeline
Pull information from two sources to
create a timeline

Essential
Questions

What are some of the main events that took place in Ancient Greece?

Lesson
Vocabulary

city-states

Discussion &
Lecture
Notes

IMPORTANT: The Google Slides presentation for this lesson goes over the answers to
the student timeline practice. I recommend having students complete the activity to
practice using timelines by reading the article “Greek Introduction” and skimming the
“Timeline” article for answers.

Minoan Civilization

You can then use the slideshow as a way for students to check their answers. All
answers to the timeline can be found in either the Greek Introduction article or the
Timeline. Having students pull from two sources of information is a great way to
practice teaching standard requirements.
Completed Timeline
About 2500 BCE

The Minoan Civilization began on the island of Crete.

1646 BCE

The eruption of the Santorini Volcano destroyed a large part of the
Minoan Civilization.

776 BCE

First Olympics

about 750 BCE

Early Greek culture. Homer writes the epics The Iliad and the
Odyssey.

510 BCE

Democracy begins in Athens.

490 and 480 BCE

Greeks defeat Persian invaders at the battles of Marathon (490 BC)
and Salamis (480 BC).

500 BCE

Golden Age of Athens begins

472 - 410 BCE

Greek theatre thrives in Athens. Many of the most famous Greek
plays are written during this time.

469-399 BCE

Socrates

454 BCE

Athens becomes a very powerful city and controls an empire.

432 BCE

The building of the Parthenon in Athens is finished.
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431 - 404 BCE

the Peloponnesian War between Athens and Sparta

404 BCE

Sparta defeats Athens.

384-322 BCE

Aristotle

336 - 323 BCE
146 BCE

Activities

Closing

Technology

Alexander the Great, son of Philip, conquers most of the known
world as far east as India.
Rome conquers Greece by winning in the Battle of Corinth. - Greece
becomes part of the Roman empire.

1. Vocabulary Practice – Workbook Page 1**
2. Read the article: The Beginnings of a Civilization and skim The Timeline for
answers to the timeline activity. ***
3. Discuss the article with the aid of the Google Slide Presentation* while students
take “Graffiti Notes” found in the Google Slides Student Packet or in printable
form found in this resource. **
4. Watch 1 or 2 of the videos. *
5. Have students take Lesson 1 Quiz over the material. *
Hands-On Activity in Student Packet – The interactive timeline contains events
that students drag in the correct order on the timeline.*
Snowstorm – Each student in the class writes down one fact s/he learned about
Ancient Greece on a small piece of paper. The paper is wadded up into a ball shape.
When the signal is given by the teacher, students toss their papers into the air
creating a ‘snowstorm.’ Next each student picks up one piece of paper and reads it to
the class.
Google Slides
Two versions of the timeline are included. You can determine which you want
students to do and delete the other version before assigning the packet to the
students.
Version 1 – Students type in words and dates to complete the timeline.
Version 2 [Interactive Timeline] – Students drag events to the correct locations on
the slide.

Notes
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[This section contains the printable articles, graffiti/doodle
notes, and quizzes in a printable format. Each of these also
comes in a digital format.]
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Lesson 1
Write the definition for each word.

city-states

Write T for True and F for False in front of each statement
about the Minoan Civilization.
1. _____ located on the island of Crete
2. _____ unorganized society
3. _____ named after King Minos who built the labyrinth for
the Minotaur
4. _____ from c. 2000 BC to 1500 BC
5. _____ first advanced civilization in Europe
6. _____ lasted through the Stone Age with many stone tools
and weapons
7. _____ had massive building complexes and large,
elaborate palaces

8. Write the words from the box onto the word web to show
the meaning of city-state.

Minoan
civilization

independent city

Athens, Sparta, Thebes, and Corinth

governed by country

public open market space

temple containing gods

contains its own political system

a class of citizens in Athens

a state that has its own government

---

city-state
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THE BEGINNINGS OF A CIVILIZATION
The first major civilization in the Mediterranean area was the Minoan Civilization. It was named after
King Minos and began about 2500 BC. The Minoans were skilled architects who built beautiful palaces.
They were masters at jewelry and pottery making. They developed a system of writing.
Archaeologists believe the Minoans landed in Greece and colonized parts of it. The Greeks imitated
the Minoan style of architecture and pottery.
In 1646 BCE, a massive volcanic eruption took place at Thera (present day Santorini) on the island of
Crete. This eruption was approximately 100 times more powerful than the eruption at Pompeii. The
Minoans became weak after losing as many as 20,000 people, their ships, and the interior of the
island of Crete.
A Greek-speaking people called Mycenaeans after their largest city Mycenae became stronger. Finally
the Mycenaeans landed in Crete and took occupation of Knossos. Knossos was later destroyed by fire
around 1300 BCE. The Mycenaeans took control of the eastern part of the Mediterranean. Their
greatest centers were at Mycenae, Tiryns, and Pylos.
From the ruins at Mycenae, archaeologist learned that the Greeks traded with the Egyptians during
this period. Some scholars believe that the Iliad and the Odyssey are stories written about the
warriors during the Mycenaean Age.
From 1100 to 800 BC, Ancient Greece went through a dark age. This started when a number of tribes
from the north invaded the area. At this time, the Greeks lost touch with the surrounding countries.
Simplified versions of the old Mycenaean and Minoan pottery were produced. Metal craftsmanship was
basic.
In about 800 BC, the people of Greece began to emerge as a world power. The people developed a
more advanced written language. Trade and travel among the countries lining the Mediterranean Sea
started again. Pottery and metalworking became works of skilled craftsmen. The city-states of Athens
and Sparta became powerful rivals. The population in Greece dramatically increased. Many Greeks
moved to the new lands to the east and west to find more land. Written language re-emerged. Coins
were invented by the East Greeks or Lydians. The Doric and Ionic architectural types of architecture
were established with the building of the Greek temple.
In 600 BC, the people of Athens began many building projects. Attica dominated the pottery market.
Corinth became a wealthy city-state.
Democracy began in Athens after the tyrant Peisistratid fell from power. At this time, the large
statues of nude males called kouroi and draped females called korai were being produced for
sanctuaries and as markers for graves. Huge marble temples were being constructed.
In 490 BC, the Greeks teamed together to fight the Persians. Four main battles were fought:





Marathon - August/September 490 BCE - Greeks won.
Thermopylae - August 480 BCE - Persians won.
Salamis - September 480 BCE - Greeks won.
Plataea - August 479 BCE - Greeks won.

The Greeks finally defeated the Persians in 473 BC.
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The next period from around 500 to 300 BCE was called the "Golden Age of Greece." It is during this
time that great works of art, architecture, and drama were developed. From 472 - 410 BCE Greek
theatre thrives in Athens. Some of the most famous Ancient Greek playwrights wrote during this time.





Aristophanes - wrote from 427-380s - 44 comedies
Aeschylus - wrote from 498-458 - around 89 plays
Sophocles - wrote from 468-406 - a total of 123 plays
Euripides - wrote from 455-406 - 19 plays survived

Several great philosophers lived in Athens during the Golden Age.




Socrates (c. 469-399 BC)
Plato (c. 427- c. 347 BC)
Aristotle (384 - 322 BC)

There were many great building projects during
the Golden Age of Greece. The most famous is
the Parthenon built c. 447 BC-432 BC. The cost
of the Parthenon is equal of $3 billion in money
today. This huge temple had a huge gold and
ivory statue of Athena inside it.
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TIMELINE OF GREECE
4000 BC

Neolithic
Period

nomads settled in Greece and towns begin to develop

1700 - 1100 BC

Bronze Age

from the rise of the Minoans through the Mycenaean

1700 BC

The Island of Crete is invaded by the Greeks.

1400 BC

Rise of the Mycenaean culture on the Peloponnese

1200 BC

Invasions - Decline of the Mycenaean civilization

1184 BC

Trojan Horse - Greeks conquer Troy

1100 - 500 BC

The Age of
Expansion

from Dorian Invasion to Periclean Athens

776 BC

The first Olympics were held.

750 BC

Greeks begin to found colonies in the West (Syracuse, Marseilles,
and Tarentum)

750 BC

Homer writes The Odyssey.

660 BC

Greek city-states are governed by tyrants

592 BC

Solon begins to reform the Athenian political system.

550 BC

Peisistratus seized power in Athens.

510 BC

End of tyranny. Cleisthenes introduces political reforms that lead
to the birth of democracy in Athens.

500s BC

Philosophy is born.

500 BC

Athens develops the world's first democracy.

500 - 336 BC

Classical Age

from the Golden Age of Athens to Philip of Macedonia's victory at
Chaeronea

499 BC

Conflicts with the Persian Empire begin.

490 BC

Athenian victory over the Persians at Marathon

480 BC

Persians destroy the Athenian Acropolis.

479 BC

Persians are defeated at Battle of Plataea.

461 - 431 BC

It is the years of Greece's greatest playwrights.
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454 BC

Athens dominates the Greek city-states.

447 - 405 BC

Athenians built the Parthenon and other great temples.

448 BC

Pericles is elected commander of the Athenian army.

431 - 404 BC

Thucydides records the Peloponnesian War.

404 BC

Spartan victory over Athens

400s BC

Hippocrates writes a pledge about the duty of doctors.

399 BC

Socrates is condemned to death.

356 BC

Philip II becomes king of Macedonia.

338 - 39 BC

Hellenistic Age

through Alexander's conquests until the last Greek kingdom was
overthrown by Rome

338 BC

Philip II defeats the Hellenic League at the Battle of Chaeronea.

336 BC

Philip II is assassinated - Alexander succeeds him to the throne.

323 BC

Alexander dies.

321 BC

Alexander's generals divide the empire between them.

272 BC

Romans sack Tarentum.

200s BC

Astronomer Aristarchus states the Earth revolves around the sun.

197 BC

Romans defeat the Macedonians.

146 BC

Romans take Corinth and impose Roman rule on Greece and
Macedonia.

86 BC

Sulla and the Romans sack Athens.

31 BC

Battle of Actium. Cleopatra is defeated and Rome wins Egypt.
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Lesson 1

1. Which Greek philosopher was born first?
Tarantum
Plato
Alexander
Socrates
2. Who did the Mycenaean borrowed their art styles, pottery designs, and
writing from?
Trojans
Athenians
Spartans
Minoans
3. After the Battle of Thermopylae what did the Athenians begin doing?
resting
watching the Helots

conquering Crete
building an empire
2. Who wrote the Odyssey?
Iliad
Aristotle
Homer
Trojan
3. Which event took place first?
The Greeks conquered Troy.
Aeschylus wrote around 89 plays.
Peisistratus seized power in Athens.
The Island of Crete was invaded by the Greeks.
4. Which group built a society on the island of Crete?
the Mycenaean
the Spartans
the Minoans
the Athenians
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5. Which battle took place last?
Battle of Marathon
Battle of Thermopylae
Battle of Plataea
Battle of Salamis
6. Athenians were the first people to write ---.
laws
satires
poetry
dramas
7. Which group built a society on the island of Crete?
the Mycenaean
the Spartans
the Minoans
the Athenians
8. Sequencing – Number the events in the correct order from first to last.
______ Romans take Corinth and impose Roman rule on Greece and Macedonia.
______ Alexander dies.
______ Sparta attacked Athens.
______ Ancient Greece went through a dark age.
______ Athens develops the world's first democracy.

9. Sequencing – Number the events in the correct order from first to last.
______ Cleopatra is defeated and Rome wins Egypt.
______ Romans defeat the Macedonians.
______ Philip II is assassinated.
______ Philosophy is born.
______ Athenians build the Parthenon and other great temples.
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Write T for True and F for False in front of each statement
about the Minoan Civilization.

Lesson 1
Write the definition for each word.

1. __T__ located on the island of Crete
2. __F__ unorganized society

city-states

city-state - a state that has its own
government and consists of a city and
the area around it

3. __T__ named after King Minos who built the labyrinth for
the Minotaur
4. __T__ from c. 2000 BC to 1500 BC
5. __T__ first advanced civilization in Europe
6. __F__ lasted through the Stone Age with many stone tools
and weapons
7. __T__ had massive building complexes and large,
elaborate palaces

8. Write the words from the box onto the word web to show
the meaning of city-state.

Minoan
Civilization

Minoan Civilization – a wellorganized and developed society that
developed on the island of Crete
located in the eastern Mediterranean
from c. 2000 BC to 1500 BC.

independent city
governed by country
temple containing gods
a class of citizens in Athens

Athens, Sparta, Thebes, and Corinth
public open market space
contains its own political system
a state that has its own government

---

contains its own
political system

independent city

city-state
Athens, Sparta, Thebes,
and Corinth
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a state that has its
own government

Quizzes
Lesson 1
1. Socrates
2. Minoans
3. building an empire
4. Homer
5. The Island of Crete was
invaded by the Greeks.
6. The Minoans
7. Battle of Plataea
8. dramas
9. the Minoans
10.Sequencing 5,4,3,1,2
11. Sequencing 5,4,3,1,2
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I hope you enjoyed Lesson 1. You can
purchase the full unit on Teachers
Pay Teachers.
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Credits

Microsoft
Office Clipart
Gallery
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Visit me on
http://www.pinterest.com/l
indagaymiller/
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